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1. Introduction

This Application Note describes the easy connection of NXP LPC microcontrollers and three-quadrant (Hi-Com) triacs to control any resistive or inductive load at mains voltage. A one-for-all control method is presented that uses an innovative, patented, current zero-cross detection method without the need for a shunt resistor in the load current line.

The NXP 51LPC family of 80C51-based microcontrollers provides low system cost and low power consumption. This new family targets low power applications where overall system cost is critical. With embedded features such as brownout detection, analog functions and an on-chip RC oscillator, the 51LPC series of microcontrollers requires the minimum of external components. These features, combined with an improved C51 architecture, create more options in designing highly integrated, low cost, low power control circuits.

This Application Note covers:

- Phase control and switching of resistive and inductive loads
- Detection of the zero-crossings of the load voltage and load current
- Triacs and their interface to the LPC
- Derivation of the power supply from the AC line

The solutions introduced in this note can be realized with the P87LPC762/4 and their on-chip RC oscillator and comparators, or other LPCs with additional on-chip functionality such as PWM, ADC and DAC.

Typical applications are control of motors (AC+DC), valves, pumps, lamps etc. in white goods, HVAC, power tools, appliances and industrial control.

The block diagrams in Fig 1 and Fig 2 show an overview of the applications. The circuit is powered directly from the mains supply. The timing for the phase control is derived from the mains voltage zero-crossings (see Fig 1) or the load current zero-crossings (see Fig 2) depending on the application. The control blocks calculate the trigger moment and the LPC can directly sink the gate current for many triacs. The individual blocks are discussed in the different chapters of this Application Note.
Fig 1. Block diagram of phase control with voltage zero-crossing detection

Fig 2. Block diagram of phase control with current zero-crossing detection
2. Phase control and switching

A triac is the optimum device for solid state control of AC loads at low frequency, i.e. mains frequency. Control can take the form of simple on-off switching as required for electronic thermostats or any simple load where only full power must be applied. It can also take the form of variable power control by the use of “phase control”, where the AC sine wave is chopped by delaying the triac trigger in each half cycle of the mains.

2.1 Phase control

All functions of a phase control application can be performed with an LPC. The LPC can detect the beginning of a half wave by detecting the voltage zero crossing, after which it can calculate the phase angle, time the phase delay and trigger the triac. Voltage zero crossing detection and triac driving are discussed in separate chapters.

The phase delay can be timed with the internal timers of the LPC. After detecting a zero crossing, the LPC reloads the timer with a value proportional to the desired phase angle and starts the timer. When the timer expires, the triac is triggered and the load current flows (see below). All this can be achieved by being completely interrupt-driven.

Another possibility is to detect one voltage zero crossing per cycle (say a falling edge). The timing is performed as described above for the first half wave. However, at the trigger event the timer is reloaded with a value equivalent to the duration of one half cycle (e.g. 10 ms at 50 Hz), after which the triac is triggered. This takes care of the alternate half cycles where voltage zero cross detection is not performed.
2.2 Switching

In applications where only full power is delivered to the load, continuous load current without any discontinuities must be guaranteed to avoid possible Electro Magnetic Interference problems. This is difficult for inductive loads because current and voltage are not in phase. The triac will turn off ("commutate") at the current zero crossing, so voltage zero crossing detection is therefore of no use. The triac must be retriggered when the current drops to zero at the current zero crossing as shown in Fig 4. How to detect the current zero crossing is described in a later chapter.

![Fig 4. Continuous conduction](image)

When power is first applied to the circuit, there is no load current, so current zero crossing detection is not possible. The initial trigger pulse should therefore be applied at a voltage zero crossing. This avoids an uncontrolled start-up at an unspecified point in the mains cycle. It ensures low EMI and controlled, predefined ramp-up of load current from the beginning of a mains cycle.

3. Triac choice

Three-quadrant triacs are specified exclusively in this Application Note for their vastly superior immunity to commutation failure / loss of control compared to their more traditional four-quadrant alternatives. Three-quadrant triacs are the automatic first choice for any application.

Three-quadrant triacs do not trigger in the 3+ quadrant (T2-, G+), so they cannot be driven by a gate drive circuit that sources current. This does not matter for the vast majority of IC drive circuits, which are configured to sink current. This is because they can sink more current, more easily than they can source current. This certainly holds true for microcontrollers and logic ICs.

Negative gate current results in triac operation in the 1- and 3- quadrants. Four-quadrant triacs only become necessary if the drive circuit sources gate current. Positive gate current results in triac operation in the 1+ and 3+ quadrants. Fig 5 shows the triac triggering quadrants and nomenclature.
All application requirements are covered by NXP Semiconductors’ range of three-quadrant triacs, which are available in surface mount (SOT223, DPAK and D²PAK), non-isolated (TO220) and isolated (SOT186A) packages. Gate sensitivities range through D-type ($I_{GT} = 5 \text{ mA}$), E-type ($I_{GT} = 10 \text{ mA}$), F-type ($I_{GT} = 25 \text{ mA}$), C-type ($I_{GT} = 35 \text{ mA}$) and B-type ($I_{GT} = 50 \text{ mA}$). The best commutation performance (immunity to loss of control) is offered by the least sensitive B-types.

For further details please refer to the references.

4. Triac driving

The microcontroller supply voltage (+5 V) and the Main Terminal 1 (MT1) of the triac are connected to the power line. The LPC drives the gate of the triac with a negative pulse from an output port via a series current-limiting resistor. The preferred negative gate current results in triac operation in the 1- and 3- quadrants. This avoids the 3+ quadrant, where three-quadrant triacs do not trigger.

The LPC port is in push-pull mode, which means that the output FETs remain in the low impedance state at all times while they hold the output at (inactive) logic 1 or (active) logic 0. This ensures that any voltages fed back into the LPC port from the triac gate are clamped safely to $V_{CC}$ or GND via devices that are capable of conducting the clamp current. The more vulnerable ESD protection diodes are not therefore required to conduct unspecified currents fed back from the triac gate.

To turn a triac on, a gate current ≥ the gate trigger current $I_{GT}$ must be applied until the load current is ≥ the latching current $I_L$. For an NXP three quadrant D-type triac (e.g. the 16A-rated BTA216-600D) the $I_{GT}$ is only 5 mA. The NXP LPC can easily drive this current with a single port pin thanks to its high drive capability of $I_{OL} = 20 \text{ mA}$. For the least sensitive, highest commutation B-type triacs (e.g. BTA216-600B), three LPC output ports can be paralleled to meet the 50 mA $I_{GT}$ requirement. Up to 4 LPC port pins can be combined as long as the maximum drive capabilities of $I_{OL} = 20 \text{ mA}$ per pin and 80 mA for all outputs is not exceeded (see Fig 6).
The ports have controlled slew rates, so the current ramps up in approximately 10 ns, distributed evenly on all three ports.

To drive very insensitive triacs, or several triacs exceeding the maximum current for all outputs with one LPC, the LPC can use one (or more) external transistor(s) (see Fig 7). Triac operation is still in quadrants 1- and 3-.

![Fig 6. High drive capability with combined pins](image)

![Fig 7. Triac drive with external transistor](image)
5. Zero-crossing detection

For low EMI, safe operation or phase control, it is necessary to trigger the triac at zero current crossing or at a particular phase angle. For resistive loads, the current and voltage zero crossings are coincident; for inductive loads, the current lags behind the voltage. The nature of the load will dictate whether triac triggering must be based on voltage zero crossing or current zero crossing. Following are some methods to detect voltage or current zero and zero crossings.

5.1 Voltage zero crossing - simple input

The easiest solution for voltage zero crossing detection is to measure the voltage polarity swing over the mains power supply. The positive supply +5 V of the LPC is connected to line (or neutral), while neutral (or line) is connected to any I/O port via a current-limiting resistor. The voltage at the I/O port is clamped to 0 V and +5 V by the internal clamping diodes of the microcontroller (see Fig 8). The microcontroller can read the port input state and can detect the zero crossing when that state changes from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1.

![Internal clamping diodes](Fig 8)

The switching point depends on the I/O-pin mode (ttl or Schmitt trigger). The delay between zero crossing and detection depends also on the slew rate of the power line (e.g. 230 V or 110 V systems). This must be taken into account. The advantage of this circuit is its simplicity and low cost, because only one extra resistor is needed (note high voltage rating required), and any LPC pin can be used.

The LPC has two interrupt pins and a keyboard interrupt feature on port 0 with external interrupt capability. When these external interrupt inputs are used the LPC can generate an interrupt on the falling edge of the line voltage and the microcontroller does not have to poll the input register. For more accurate zero crossing detection with no hysteresis or offset that is more symmetrical about zero, or for interrupts on both edges, see the following chapters that describe the use of the internal comparators.
5.2 Voltage zero crossing - comparator

The LPC’s internal comparator is ideal for zero crossing detection. In the set-up in Fig 9 the positive input of the comparator is connected to the power line via a high-voltage-rated current limiting resistor; the pin voltage is limited by the internal clamping diodes. The negative input is connected to an external or to the internal reference voltage. The comparator output toggles with the voltage zero crossing. Either the LPC can poll the comparator output, or the comparator can generate interrupts. This allows the LPC to receive interrupts on rising and falling edges.

The set-up of Fig 9 has a small offset from the real zero crossing resulting from the difference between +5 V (line) and the reference voltage. High precision zero crossing detection becomes possible if this DC offset is removed by AC coupling the mains voltage signal, as shown in Fig 10.

---

**Fig 9.** Zero crossing detection with single comparator

**Fig 10.** High precision zero crossing detection with single comparator
When the voltage dividers R2/R3 and R4/R5 are matched, the comparator toggles exactly at the zero crossing point. This circuit is symmetrical for both half-cycles and is also suitable for low voltage systems (e.g. 12 V AC), where any error in zero crossing detection could quickly form a relatively large proportion of the total supply voltage.

5.3 Voltage zero crossing – window comparator

It is often useful to be aware of a zero crossing in advance: one example being so that a triac can be retriggered before it commutates (drops out of conduction) for continuous conduction applications. In this case, a window comparator can detect when the line voltage is under a certain level so that the triac can be retriggered (see Fig 11).

![Fig 11. Window comparator used as line voltage detector](image)

The resistor network (R4-R7) shapes the line voltage around the voltage window of R1-R3, so that the zero crossing point is roughly in the middle of this window and one comparator output toggles when the voltage enters this window. The output change can be detected via interrupt or polling to cause actions like triggering a triac.

5.4 Current zero crossing – window comparator

The current zero crossing (czc) is critical and is usually the one to monitor because this is when the triac commutates. It is particularly relevant for any non-resistive load when the czc will not correspond with the voltage zero crossing (vzc). However, we know that it is not as easy to monitor czc as it is to monitor vzc because, conventionally, a shunt resistor is required in series with the load. This has the disadvantages of disrupting the load circuit and dissipating power. Amplification and level shifting are usually required to interface the voltage developed across this component to the microcontroller. This requires, at the very least, an additional operational amplifier plus associated components.

A much better method of detecting imminent triac commutation at czc is to monitor the triac gate voltage VG with respect to T1. \( V_{G-T1} \) gives a clue to when the triac is approaching commutation because it passes through zero at the czc. Depending on the load current and triac characteristics, \( V_{G-T1} \) can be as low as 0.1 V or greater than 1.2 V. In the circuit of Fig 12, this voltage is monitored using a window comparator.
Fig 12. Window comparator used as gate voltage and current zero crossing detector

V_{G-T1} can be positive or negative with respect to the line voltage and is dependent upon the direction of the load current. This means that V_{G-T1} is positive or negative with respect to V_{CC} (+5 V). Therefore, before it can be monitored by the LPC it must be divided in half by the voltage divider R4 and R5 to reduce it below V_{CC} and to bring it within the operation range of the comparator. R1, R2 and R3 create a voltage window around the zero crossing point.

Fig 13 shows the oscillogram of an application that uses the circuit in Fig 12. The load is a 44 W fan motor. Channel 1 shows triac gate voltage (divided by 2), channel 2 shows LPC output port voltage, channel 3 shows mains voltage and channel 4 shows lagging load current. The phase delay of the current is about 2.4 ms, or 43° (50 Hz system).

The LPC detects the current zero crossing, via V_{G-T1}, and triggers the triac repeatedly until V_{G-T1} remains at a high level that is outside the detection window. Only then is the load current above the triac’s latching current IL and the triac latched ON. This control method applies the minimum gate current that guarantees continuous, uninterrupted load current for any load. This assured triac triggering is achieved with the minimum current burden on the LPC’s power supply. The gate drive and V_{G-T1} detection are mutually exclusive: V_{G-T1} can only be monitored when the gate is not being driven by the LPC.
Fig 13. Oscillogram of current zero crossing detection circuit
Fig 14 is a zoom of the zero crossing event at the rising edge with the two voltage levels of the window comparator (channel 2 and 3), and the divided gate voltage at the comparator input (channel 1). Channel 4 shows the load current.

V_{G-T1} enters the comparator window (5) and the LPC starts to trigger the triac for approximately 70 μs. After that, V_{G-T1} re-enters the window (6) and the triac is triggered again until I_L is reached and the triac is latched ON (7).

Although not essential, the trigger pulse length can be adapted to the load if desired. Heavier loads are faster to reach the triac’s latching current so the pulse duration can be minimized (10 μs minimum is recommended). For very small loads, e.g. small solenoids or synchronous motors, the pulse can be longer to reduce the retriggering events.

A program can poll the comparator registers or use the comparator interrupt or a combination of both.

This circuit can also be used to supervise the load current.
6. Triac supervision

The circuit for current zero crossing detection is well suited to supervising the latching status of the triac. If the triac commutates unexpectedly, the LPC will detect the gate voltage drop via the window comparator and can retrigger the triac, output an alarm warning and/or take countermeasures like turning the circuit off.

The LPC can also supervise the triac voltage between T1 and T2 with the circuit in Fig 11 with R5 connected to main terminal 2 instead of neutral.

As another example, the LPC can provide protection against triac over-temperature and subsequent loss of control by monitoring triac temperature using the internal ADC. It can shut down the circuit in a safe and controlled manner before the triac becomes too hot and has lost the ability to turn off.

7. Synchronization to mains

The timing of a phase control circuit depends on the power requirement of the application and the characteristics (reactance) of the load. The half cycle time depends on the mains frequency (e.g. 50 Hz or 60 Hz). Different microcontroller clock frequencies will change the timing as well. The LPC has an internal 6 MHz oscillator with a tolerance of ±25 %. A universal application could calculate the mains frequency with a known oscillator frequency or vice versa.

With the example code below, an application can be independent of mains frequency and oscillator tolerance. The program measures the half cycle duration in relation to the oscillator frequency. The result is the number of timer increments per half cycle. The program stops and clears Timer 0 and waits for a zero crossing. After the zero crossing the timer is started. The program waits for four more zero crossings and stops Timer 0 again. The contents of Timer 0 are stored in the variable halfwaveticks. The variable is divided by four for the four half cycles. Now, halfwaveticks contains the number of Timer 0 increments per half cycle and a phase control application can calculate the phase delay from that variable.

For example, for a delay of 50 % of a half cycle, Timer 0 can be loaded with halfwaveticks divided by two. After that, the LPC waits for the expiration of the timer then triggers the triac. This can be done in a timer interrupt routine as shown in the example below. The routine is based on a mains frequency of 50/60 Hz and 6 MHz clock to prevent overruns.

```c
void measurehalfwave(void)
{
    unsigned char i,time;
    TR0=0;
    TH0=0x00;
    TL0=0x00;
    i=0;
    CMP1=CMP1&0xfe; //Clear CMF1
    while(!(CMP1&0x01)){};
    TR0=1;
    CMP1=CMP1&0xfe; //Clear CMF1
    while(i<3)  {
        if(!((CMP1&0x01)))
        {
            for(time=0;time<250;time++){}
```
CMP1=CMP1&0xfe; //Clear CMF1
i++;
}
}
while(!(CMP1&0x01)){};
CMP1=CMP1&0xfe; //Clear CMF1

TR0=0;
halfwave=TH0*256+TL0;
halfwave=halfwave>>2;
}

8. Emulation @ mains supply

In the development process it is often necessary to emulate the microcontroller. With the NXP PDS76x LPC emulator this is also easy at mains supply. The emulator’s power supply and connection to the PC must be isolated, e.g. with an optical isolator for the RS232 connection and a potential-free DC supply. All precautions for safe working and operation to your local standards must be taken, like the use of isolation power transformers and earth leakage protection devices.

9. Power supply

The power supply in triac control applications is cost critical. An NXP LPC and triac control application has a very low power demand, so the power can be provided directly by the mains via a resistive and capacitive dropper network and a simple half wave rectifier. An expensive and space-consuming transformer is not necessary. An example circuit is shown in Fig 15. For more details see NXP Fact Sheet 067 (order ref 9397 750 00759).

The positive supply (5 V) is connected directly to mains (line or neutral). The 5.6 V Zener diode, combined with the forward voltage drop of the rectifier diode, produce an IC voltage supply close to 5 V.

![Fig 15. Power supply from mains](image)

The storage capacitor is charged only in alternate half cycles of the mains supply, so its charging current must be more than twice the entire supply current I230V. The following...
example calculation is based on the assumption of a total average current consumption at 5V of less than 5mA (trigger pulses and LPC supply current).

The current \( I_{230V} \) for \( U = 230 \, V \), \( f = 50 \, Hz \), \( C_{Dropper} = 220 \, nF \) and \( R_{Dropper} = 820\Omega \) is:

\[
I_{230V} = \sqrt{R1^2 + \left( \frac{1}{2 \cdot \pi \cdot 50\,Hz \cdot C_{Dropper}} \right)^2} \approx 15.8\,mA
\]

The power dissipation of the dropper resistor \( R1 \) is:

\[
P_{Dropper} = R_{Dropper} \cdot (15.8\,mA)^2 = 0.2W
\]

These calculation results can be applied to many different applications because of the very low LPC supply current, averaged over the mains cycle. The average current is so low because the gate trigger current is only applied for a very brief period in each half cycle, and the LPC can be often in the idle state with very low power consumption. In applications with very low supply current, and in many 110 V AC systems, the series capacitor can be removed to leave only a series dropper resistor of higher resistance (see Fig 16).

![Fig 16. Power supply from mains without dropper capacitor](image)

The following example calculation for 230 V mains is based on the assumption of a total current consumption at 5 V of less than 2 mA (trigger pulses and LPC supply current). As in the previous example, half wave rectification is used, so the charging current of the storage capacitor must be more than twice the 5 V-supply current.

\[
R_{Dropper} = \frac{230V}{4mA} = 56k\Omega
\]

A resistor of 56kΩ can source such a circuit. The power dissipation of \( R_{Dropper} \) is:

\[
P_{R_{Dropper}} = R_{Dropper} \cdot (2mA)^2 \approx 0.25W
\]
10. Phase control example

10.1 Description

The first example is a circuit to phase control resistive loads by ramping power up and down periodically. The LPC software initializes the LPC periphery, measures four half cycles and calculates the duration of an average half cycle. The main program calculates the Timer 0 reload values from the phase value \( \text{phase} \), and the half cycle duration. The phase control is done with the comparator and the timer interrupt. The comparator interrupt happens every voltage zero crossing, reloads Timer 0, starts the timer and increments or decrements \( \text{phase} \) depending on the direction. The timer interrupt triggers the triac gate with a variable pulse train; therefore the timer delay and the timer reload values define the phase angle. This example ramps power up and down and can be easily modified to allow phase angle to be controlled via remote control (UART), ADC or push buttons.

10.2 Schematic

![Phase control application schematic](image-url)

**Fig 17. Phase control application**
10.3 Software

The software is tested with the Resonance RKIT Version 6.1.1 and not tested with other compilers. For other compilers the software must be adapted.

```c
#include <relpc768.h>

at 0xfd00 char code UCFG1=0x7B; //RC oscillator

unsigned char  phase,TH0reload,TL0reload;
unsigned int   halfwave,t0delay;
bit      up;

void comparator1isr(void) interrupt 12
{
  EC1=0;
  TR0=0;       //Timer 0 off
  TH0=TH0reload;    //Reload Timer 0
  TL0=TL0reload;
  TF0=0;
  ET0=1;       //Enable Timer 0 Int
  TR0=1;       //Timer 0 on
  CMP1=CMP1&0xFE;    //Clear CMF1
  EC1=1;       //Enable comp1

  interrupt
    if(up)       //dim up or down
      {phase++;}
    else
      {phase--;}
    if(phase<=0x10||phase>=0xF0)
      {up=!up;}     //toggle direction
}

void timer0Isr(void) interrupt 1
{
  unsigned char pulsecount,pulseduration;
  ET0=0;       //Disable T0 Interrupt
  pulsecount=3;    //set pulse number
  pulseduration=50;   //set pulse duration

  while(pulsecount)   //pulsetrain
    {
      P1=P1&0x23;     //Pulse low P1 (on)
      while(pulseduration)
        {pulseduration--;}
      P1=P1|0xDC;     //Pulse high P1 (off)
      pulsecount--;
    }

void InitComparator(void)
{
  PT0AD=0x50;     //Disable digital i/o
  P0=0x0FF;
  P0M2=0xEF;      //Set P0
  P0M1=0x18;
```
P1=0xFF;  
P1M2=0x0D;  //Set P1  
P1M1=0x22;  

CMP1=0x2C;  //Cin1A+CMREF int,OE  
CMP2=0x0;   //off  

}
void InitInterrupts(void)  
{  
IP0=0x02;  //Interrupt priorities  
IP0H=0x00;  //Comp1 : 3, Comp2: 3  
IP1=0x24;  //Timer0: 1, Ser : 0  
IP1H=0x24;  
EC1=1;     //Enable comp1  
interrupt  
ET0=1;     //Enable T0 interrupt  
}
void measurehalfwave(void)  
{  
unsigned char i,time;  
TR0=0;       //stop timer  
TH0=0x00;      //init timer  
TL0=0x00;  
I=0;  
CMP1=CMP1&0xfe;    //Clear CMF1  
while(!(CMP1&0x01)){};//wait for zerocross  
TR0=1;       //start timer  
CMP1=CMP1&0xfe;    //Clear CMF1  
while(i<3)     //wait 3 zerocrossings  
{  
if((CMP1&0x01))   //wait for  
zerocrossing  
{  
for(time=0;time<250;time++)  
{  
//no doubletrigger  
}  
}
while(!(CMP1&0x01))){};//wait for last zc  
TR0=0;       //stop timer  
CMP1=CMP1&0xfe;    //Clear CMF1  
halfwave=(unsigned int)((TH0<<8)|TL0);  
//store timer  
halfwave=halfwave>>2; //interval 1 halfwave  
}
void main(void)  
{  
InitComparator();  
TMOD=0x21;  
phase=50;  
TH0reload=0xF8;  
TL0reload=0x80;  
InitInterrupts();  
TCON=0x050;  // Timer 0 + 1 on  
CMP1=CMP1&0xfe;    //Clear CMF1  
measurehalfwave();  
up=0;  
EA=1;     //Enable interrupts  
while(1)  
{  
//calculate timer delay/reload from phase
11. Continuous conduction example

11.1 Description

The second example is a universal circuit to switch any inductive or resistive load on and off, with continuous conduction in the ON state, as described in section 5.4. The zero load current detection is done in a simple software loop that polls the LPC comparators. In more sophisticated applications this can also be interrupt driven. The initial triac gate pulse is timed by voltage zero crossing to minimize EMI and to allow controlled, predefined start-up of the load from the beginning of a mains cycle. The software waits a couple of half cycles before switching on. This example switches the load on after reset, but it can be easily modified so that the load is controlled via UART, ADC or push buttons.
11.1.1 Schematic

Fig 18. Continuous conduction
### 11.1.2 Software

The software is tested with the Resonance RKIT Version 6.1.1 and not tested with other compilers. For other compilers the software must be adapted.

```c
/*===========================================*/
/*
;  SOURCE_FILE:    main.c
;  APPLICATION:    80LPC764 continuous conduction
;  PS MCO-Hamburg
;  VERSION:     1.0
;  DATE:      2000/11/01
;
;  (C) 2000: Philips
/*===========================================*/

#include <rlipc768.h>

at 0xfd00 char code UCFG1=0x7B; //RC oscillator

void InitComparator(void)
{
  PT0AD=0x75;     // Disable digital i/o
  P0=0xOFF;
  P0M2=0x4B;     // Set P0
  P0M1=0xB4;
  P1=0xFF;
  P1M2=0xC7;     // Set P1
  P1M1=0x38;
  CMP1=0x24;     // Cin1A + CMPREF
  int,OE
  CMP2=0x24;     // dito
}

void main(void)
{
  unsigned char pulsecount,pulseduration;

  InitComparator();

  while((P0&0x80) || (P0&0x80)); //wait for voltage
  while(!(P0&0x80)){}; //zero crossings 5
  while((P0&0x80) || (P0&0x80)); //times at P0.7
  while((P0&0x80) || (P0&0x80));
  while(1) //do forever
  {
    if(((CMP1&0x2)) && !(CMP2&0x2))
      //gatevoltage in window?
    {
      pulsecount=1;
      while(pulsecount) //pulsetrain
      {
        P1=P1|0xDC;   //Pulse high P1 (off)
        pulsecount--;
      }
      P1=P1|0x23;   //Pulse low P1 (on)
      pulseduration-10;
      while(pulseduration)
      {
        pulsecount-;
        P1=P1|0xDC;   //Pulse high P1 (off)
      }
    }
  }
}```
12. Conclusion

This application note has shown some examples and solutions for controlling resistive and inductive loads with NXP’s LPC and Triacs. The range is from low power highly inductive loads like solenoids, valves and synchronous motors, to high power loads like motors and heaters at mains supply. This can be achieved with a very low part count in a very space-efficient manner using small outline packages, e.g. TSSOP for the LPC and SOT223 for the triac. The described functions are basic and can be extended easily with the embedded features of the LPC to improve, for example, the human-machine interface or implement regulation algorithms with feedback from the environment.
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